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Can the Community Involvement Process 
Be an Asset to Project Execution in Major 
Roadway Developments? A Case Study of 
a Delaware Experience 

JEREMY J. ALVAREZ, RAYMOND HARBESON, JR., AND WILLIAM F. KERR 

After almost 30 years of controversy the Delaware ivisi n f 
Highways has begun con truction of Delaware Route I. the major, 
47-mi component of a new north-soulb limited access highway 
·y tern connecting Wilmington to D ver and points south . The 
controversy was resolved cluough a thorough, proactive effort to 
involve citi7.ens in projecl planning and de. ign. The procc s was 
structured so that the community involvement effort drove the 
engineering design work. It consisted of a series of cycles of 
thorough public discussi n that commenced before any design 
work was completed and was repeated before each major decision 
point wn reached. The proce wa interactive, incorporating 
tages of problem definition c nceptual solution , multiple al.ter

native solutions, and refined alternatives and finall)1 elected an 
alternative. The process met all state and fcdernl guideline and 
regul ation · rega rding public participation. Fa t resolution of pr j
ect location and design approval about 5.5 yea r from com
mencing location study to on Inaction , resulted from the effort. 
Thi. experience suggests that a proactive 'lpproach to citizen 
involvement could benefit highway and transi t agencies facing 
ever more challenging pol.itical enviromnents. The experience 
also reveals a tangential prob! ·m in project review procedures of 
federa l agencies, such as the U.S. Army orp of Engineer and 
the Environmental Protection Agency, that demand detailed review 
of project plans after public discussion has occurred. 

The prin ipal north-south highway in Delaware and the 
DelMarva Peninsula is US-13 extending from north of Wil
mington to the h ·apeake Bay Bridge Tunnel in Virginia 
on the south. A high percentage of the tate's north-south 
truck, commuter, and recreational traffic now uses US-13 
because it is the only dualized highway from Wilmington to 
south of Dover. The highway is generally four-lane , having 
essentially uncontrolled access along its outer edges and fre
quent left turn opening through the median. It was largely 
completed in it present form in 1952. Figure 1 illustrates the 
project area. 

Many attempts have been made to improve the vehicular 
capacity of the corridor. Early efforts to improve capacity 
were concentrated in the Dover area. In 1958 a study spon
sored by the Delaware Department of Tran portation Divi
sion of Highways (DelDOT) re ulted in the development of 
three alternative preliminary designs for a Dover Bypass. 
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DelDOT took no action , principally because the necessary 
authority to condemn and construct controlled access facilities 
in Delaware was not in effect at that time. (The absence of 
this authority has a long and interesting history, dating to T . 
Coleman DuPont's decision to construct the highway in 1911 
as an economic development project in which roadway edge 
leases/sales would help finance the highway.) It is widely 
believed that this authority was not granted by the legislature 
because its denial was useful as a mechanism to block the 
bypass project. 

In 1964 the Delaware State Planning Office prepared the 
Dover Area State Planning Study recommending construction 
of a limited access bypass west of the city. This location was 
believed to best meet expected growth in the Dover area. In 
1966 the first public hearing on the Dover Bypass was con
ducted by De!DOT. Strong opposition was voiced. This oppo
sition to the project consisted of three types . First, farmers 
objected because the route cro sed much active farmland. 
Second, there was a host of complaints about the proposed 
alignment from property owners and nearby residents. Third, 
opposition emerged from retail business owners located on 
the existing highway who feared a traffic bypass would reduce 
sales volumes. 

An economic study commissioned as a response concluded 
that the bypass location was appropriate and raised two argu
ments in favor of the project. To the farmers , the study sug
gested that increases in land values near the project promised 
substantial profits (from the ultimate sale and development 
of their land) for owners of adjacent properties. To the busi
ness community, the study argued that the bypass would sup
port continued growth in the Dover area, thereby broadening 
the market base. This study was not well received. 

In 1967, DelDOT commissioned another study to review 
all previously developed alternatives, refine the preliminary 
designs, and select several for engineering design develop
ment. Thirty-eigbt alternacives wer reviewed. A western bypa s 
was again recommended because it was less expcn ive , had 
the highest "user benefit ratio ," would best relieve traffic.on 
existing roads, and traversed less prime farmland. The user 
benefit concept and other aspects of this analysis represented 
the evaluation system in use prior to the National Environ
mental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969. An update of the 1967 
economic study drew the same conclusions, that is , that the 



FIGURE 1 The US-13 Corridor Location Study focused on the shaded area extending from south ol" Wilmington to south of Dover, 
Delaware. 
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benefits of the west bypass were optimal. Meanwhile, De!DOT 
sought the approval of local authorities, and in 1969 both the 
Dover City Planning Commission and the Dover City Council 
passed resolutions endorsing the west bypass. De!DOT then 
held a public hearing. 

At the public hearing on the proposed west Dover bypass 
in the fall of 1969, serious and organized opposition again 
surfaced. The opposition consisted of farmers, area residents, 
and business leaders. The farmers, Jed by a number of agri
cultural organizations, argued for investigating alternatives 
that would take little prime farmland and optimize traffic flow 
on the existing route. They argued vehemently that consid
eration of such alternatives had been inadequate and that they 
had not been permitted to .participate in the design and eval
uation process. Similarly, residents offered detailed com
plaints about the location of the line. Another contentious 
point was the projected traffic volumes and distribution. The 
instinctive reaction of the witnesses was that these forecasts 
were wrong. As a result of the public hearing, De!DOT launched 
another study. 

In 1970 another engineering firm was awarded a contract 
to evaluate all studies, reports, alternative alignments, and 
recommendations made to date. The direction to the con
sultants had two characteristics. First, improvements were to 
be made to the designs of 1967. Second, several "new" align
ments (i.e., alignments discarded when the 38 alternatives 
were under consideration) were to be fully evaluated. A refined 
west bypass, generally closer to Dover than the original, known 
as the Near West Alternative, was recommended. 

By 1970 the problem of north-south highway service in 
central Delaware had taken on larger dimensions. An internal 
study by De!DOTsystems planners, called the Delaware State 
North-South Corridor Study, revisited the Dover Bypass and 
raised the larger issue of improving service in the entire cor
ridor to Wilmington . 

In a parallel effort, new north-south highway corridors were 
developed in internal studies initiating what became known 
as the Peninsular Thruway Concept. These addressed the issue 
of a limited access connection from 1-95 to Norfolk via the 
Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel. In 1971 another engineering 
firm was asked to identify alternative routings for a highway 
connecting the planned Dover Bypass with 1-95. Seven align
ments were considered. The preferred one was largely on the 
west of the existing US-13 , as was the planned Dover Bypass. 
Also in 1971 the first Kent County Master Plan adopted the 
Dover Bypass as county policy. No action was taken. 

By 1974 interest in a fully integrated north-south system 
had increased and another study was begun. The 1974 study 
encompassed a comparative review, similar in form to current 
NEPA documentation, of four alternatives. It recommended 
construction of a new north-south highway entirely west of 
US-13 as a toll facility. Considerable, even more formidable 
documentation of the need for the project and the appropri
ateness of the selected route was prepared. When the study 
was completed, De!DOT held a series of public meetings. 

Again, considerable opposition was present. However, this 
time the most frequent theme was the complaint that the 
public had not been permitted to participate in the design 
development. This theme was echoed by all project opponents 
including farmers, residents, and business owners. The state 
took no further action. 
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One more effort was made to bring this repetitive saga up 
to the present. Governor Pierre DuPont formed a study com
mittee consisting of business, agricultural, and community 
leaders to review the work to date and make recommenda
tions . The committee report, submitted in 1981, recom
mended the development of a new north-south freeway from 
1-95 to south of Dover. De!DOT did not act until 1983, when 
it once again advertised for a route location study for what 
had been renamed the North-South Relief Route. 

DEVELOPMENT OF A PROCESS 

De!DOT was very concerned that the north-south highway 
location issue be resolved. Contributing factors included wors
ening traffic conditions, rapid development of potential right
of-way areas, and escalating costs. Past experience had dem
onstrated that having a well-documented project need and 
competent engineering design were not enough to resolve the 
problem. The conventional process of alternatives develop
ment based on traffic study and engineering design fol lowed 
by public review had failed three times, in 1958, 1967, and 
1974. The delay in resolving the corridor location had resulted 
in a much more expensive and politically challenging project. 
It was critical to approach the subject through a process that 
would build a public consensus for a specific solution. 

Several aspects of the past efforts appear to have contrib
uted to their failure, based on reviews of the public hearing 
testimony and subsequent legislative discussions. First, the 
public objected that it had not been consulted in any depth 
in the development of alternatives. This perception tran
scended the merits of the engineering designs; many witnesses 
did not care about the specific designs but focused on the fact 
that they had "fallen out of the sky" at the public hearing. 
The learning curve required for the public to become con
versant with the project and therefore to be able to comment 
accurately about it was simply too steep. The presentations 
were overwhelming. 

Second, the need for the project was not well understood. 
The underlying all-year-round traffic growth was confused 
with summer traffic conditions during which heavy traffic (bound 
for the beaches from Rehoboth, Delaware, to Ocean City, 
Maryland) affected US-13. Relatively subtle issues, such as· 
the to f capacity in the existing corridor because of uncon
trolled edge conditions (largely highway retail) and the rapid 
increase in the number of intersections requiring signalization, 
were little understood. Many respondents objected to build
ing the road "so people could get to the beach." 

Third, many people had alternative alignment solutions which 
they believed had not been adequately considered. There 
were advocates for "widening" the existing road and for alter
natives in other locations. The fact that many of these issues 
had been addressed in the engineering studies was invisible, 
and arguments by DelDOT that these possibilities had been 
tested and rejected were not accepted . Citizens did n t believe 
that adequate effort had been made to integrate their ideas . 

Fourth, substantive criticism came from the agricultural 
community. Farmers basically believed that the project-the 
western alignments developed in 1974-put the heaviest bur
den on agriculture. This perception was based on fact. As 
engineering proceeded, locations on higher, well-drained land 
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were selected because these conditions are superior for road 
construction. They are also superior for farming. Farmers 
especially uujedeu Lu lhe pervasive idea that farmland was 
"vacant land." A second objection was raised regarding sec
ondary land ttse impacts. Agricultural leader argued that the 
road would create a new development corridor west of the 
current urbanized areas along US-13. They feared that resi
dential, commercial, and other nonagricultural land uses would 
spread around the new corridor. Farmer · rejected the argu
ment that they woulci he well paid for their land. They noted 
that a reduction in the number of farms would aff ct the 
overall tability of all farm because of the loss of suppliers, 
loss of Lhe efficiencies of shared lab r and equipment , and a 
ri e in the inevitable conflicts between farmers and home
owner ·. Agricultural leaders wanted the existing highw<ty 
upgraded or an alignment very close to the existing developed 
corridor. 

Finally, there remained objections from the business com
munity rooted in the fear that traffic diversion would hurt 
business volume for highway merchants. The previous eco
nomic impact analysis focused on broad community growth 
i ·sues such as employment levels, housing production, and 
population levels. The vecific i sues of the effect on highway
related and hi~hway-depcndenL busines e , uch a gas sta
tions and restaurants, and the effect on non-highway-depen
dent businesses located on the highway (whose owners attrib
uted a portion of their business to location) were not addressed. 
Arguments that broad growth in the communities would assure 
continued overall success were not persuasive. 

Several themes from this review provided guidance in the 
formulation of the p1U1.xss for the reiief route study. These 
can be characterized as follows: 

• Early and genuine involvement in project planning by the 
general public and by active special interests has considerable 
value in its own right. The fact that engineering and planning 
professionals may be able to accomplish quality design work 
without this involvement and that they can do so expeditiously 
is not sufficient justification to approach the work that way. 

• Public input at the problem definition stage of project 
development is vital to achieving acceptance of a particular 
solution later. 

• Sincere examination of the suggestions and concerns of 
affected people is necessary even if in some cases project 
professionals would otherwise have dismissed these ideas as 
unworkable. The reasons to adopt or reject suggestions or 
alternatives must be made clear in an ongoing dialogue. A 
clearly announced willingness to examine concerns as they 
are raised is crucial. 

• Time should be invested in explaining broad project issues 
such as traffic service, economic growth, agriculture, wetlands 
(and other environmental issues), historic resources, and 
community impacts so the public can converse about these 
sometimes-conflicting demands. The public's understanding 
can and should go beyond the immediate concerns of effects 
near a particular property. 

These theme led to the formulation of a process for the 
location study in which public inv()lvcment would drive the 
planning and engineering effort, rather than the reverse. The 
process unfolded in the following broad phases: 
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Phase 1-planning: While baseline environmental, socio
economi , and traffic engineering data were being assembled, 
senior project staff called on dozens of groups and commu
nities to open the dialogue and solicit ideas about how they 
w uld like to participate. This initial effort was followed by 
the first series of public exhibits at which the problems were 
reviewed (e.g. , traffic growth, Joss of capacities on the existing 
roadway, community growth, etc.) and environmental resources 
data and conceptual solutions were presented. These concep
tual solutions were not alignments, \Jul generic improvement 
types exploring the significance of various de igns (e.g., lim
ited acces ) and the ways in which these interact with their 
surroundings. These were presented as fragments, not project 
plans, to provide the participants with an image of the physical 
tools available to resolve the traffic problems. At this first 
project exhibit, participants began to sketch the alignment on 
their own and provide location and uesign suggestions. Sev
eral of these suggestions were carried into Phase 2. 

The principal goals during the first phase were to achieve 
consensus on the definition of the problem, share the design 
concepts that would address the problem, share the environ
mental concerns that designers were obligated to respect, and, 
most importantly, to make participants aware of the full range 
of issues [i.e., to heighten town people's awareness of agri
cultural issues, farmers' awareness of wetland issues, highway 
business people's awareness of the character of upgrade lim
ited access designs (free of driveways), etc.]. Figure 2 illus
trates the work flow through the first and second public exhibits . 
Note the rounds of smaller meetings before each exhibit, the 
points at which newsletters were sent, and the relationship to 
the technical studies. 

Internal to the study group a team system was employed 
in which diverse professionals (engineers, planners , ltisturi
ans, agricultural specialists, and biologists) worked closely 
together in both the development of project design and the 
interpretation of public and resource agency comments. 

Phase 2-preliminary alternatives: Employing the traffic 
engineering and environmental and community data devel
oped by the project team and ideas and comments from the 
public, an array of alternative corridors was developed. The 
eight corridors are illustrated in Figure 3. Two of these , the 
"State Line Alternative" (Route A) and the "Route 9 Alter
native" (Route G) , were suggested by people attending the 
first exhibit series. The former was judged unlikely to meet 
traffic needs and the latter required extensive acquisition and 
filling of estuarine wetlands, which appeared to the project 
team to be unreasonable given that alternatives with less impact 
were available. In addition, a full "upgrade" alternative, con
verting the existing highway to a limited access design with 
service roads, was developed to test the alternative most 
attractive to the agricultural community. All three w re phys
ically feasible. If the project team wished to drop any of them, 
the team needed to demonstrate its disadvantages to its advo
cates. The eight alternatives developed were taken to pre
sentations in the affected towns, to business and agricultural 
groups, and finally to a second series of public exhibits, as 
shown in Figure 2. 

At the exhibits, a comparative display of the impacts of 
each alternative (developed using fast and inexpensive linear 
measurement methods) gave proportionate differences among 
the direct effects on all key resources. From this display, the 
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public uld readily make key comparison ·: for example, the 
Rollte 9 Alternative (G, Figure 3) had low relocation and low 
agricu ltmal impacts but very high w rland impacts whereas 
the Upgrade Alternative (E) had very high r I cati n impacts. 
Th team member made it clear in hundreds of individual 
discussions, that their goal would be to balance impacts and 
thereby respect all the major resources. This concept of bal
ancing impacts became a theme in future discussions and was 
well received. 

Following this second round of meetings and exhibits the 
team selected three alternatives for full analysis in the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). 

Phase 3-selected alternatives, DEIS: In order to refine 
the three DEIS alternatives and review the rationale for their 
selection, a third round of meetings was held with interested 
groups, complete with public exhibits. Two of the alternatives 
were largely new alignments, one east and one west of the 
existing highway, both relatively close to the urbanized area. 
Both the new alignment con epts had significant agricultural 
impact , but they had mor relocation and less agricultural 
impacts specially sec odary impacts, than alternatives far
th r from the existing highway. The third alternative wa the 
upgrade alternative which, despite extensiv relocation and 
associated high acq uisition costs, was retained becau e of rel
at ively broad support. It was clear to the project team that if 
upgrade de igns were to be ultima tely rejected, a detailed 
justification ba ed n full preliminary engineering designs. to 
be prepared for the DEI , w uld be needed. Instincts and 
professional judgment were not enough. 

Some months later, when the DEf environmental docu
mentation was largely assembled and the preliminary engi
neering refined to reflect the comments received at the start 
of Phase 3, another round of meetings was held. During this 
round, the project team was able to display the extensive list 
of problems that had arisen during the analysis. For instance, 
the upgrade alternative, because it followed the existing cor
ridor, had potential impacts on properties eligible for or on 
the National Register of Historic Places. These resources, 
protected under Section 4(f) of the Dcpartm nt of Trans
portati n Act of 1967, had to be avoided if possible , obligating 
the team to consider significant off-alignment segments as part 
of the upgrade concept. These off-alignment sections tended 
to blur the distinction between "upgrade" and "new align
ment" in several key areas. Once illustrated and discussed, 
most participants accepted the changes resulting from these 
and numerous other findings of the detailed studies. This 
public contact effort cl ed the DEI phase and preceded by 
a short period the first formal public hearings on the project. 
The Phase 3 work flow is illustrated in Figure 4. 

Phase 4-location hearing-selection of alternative: This 
step began with the Location Public Hearings which, like 
previou · project exhibits, were held at three locations on 
consecutive nights . At this point in the process, the project 
mailing list exceeded 4,000 participants and not less than 200 
individual owners were affected by each alternative. Fifty-five 
witnesses appeared and approximately 80 written comments 
were reviewed. Of the witnesses, only two favored the "no 
build" alternative, approximately 30 wished to express their 
support for (or opposition to) particular alternatives, and the 
balance had specific concerns (e.g., access to property, effects 
of proposed property acquisition) plus other comments (such 
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a uggesting toll financ ing for the project . imi lar concern 
prevailed in the written comments. The pub.lie hearing par
ticipant were largely a focused group that had immediate 
concerns about particular alternatives or particular circulation 
problems ass ciated with them. No participant complained 
about being uninformed or surprised. 

After the hearing, an alternative was recommended by the 
team to the Secretary of Transportation, Kermit H. Justice, 
who accepted the recommendation and announced its selec
tion to the legislature three months after the public hearing. 
The total elapsed time from project inception in late January 
1984 to announcement of a selected alternative in February 
1986 wa ju t over two years. 

The third year's effort focu ed on further refinement of the 
selected alternative and preparation of a Final Environmental 
Impact Statement (FEI ). As is typica l of any locati n study 
proce the specificity of the concern increa ed a plan 
became more definite. New participant emerged wh appar
ently bad not been persuaded that the proje t wa "real." 
They required and received ex t nsive background informa
tion about the origins of the project and the w rk that had 
been completed. This step backward in the process was 
addressed directly and assertions that they were • too late ' 
were avoided. 

The workload during the period in which the FEIS was 
prepared was dominated by negotiations for the various agree
ments needed from th state and federal review agencies. As 
several complex issues were involved, including wetland mit
igation and archaeological and historic resource mitigation, 
the FEIS was not approved by the Federal Highway Admin
istration until June 1987. 

The high level of engineering detail carried forward from 
the DEIS allowed DelDOT to receive location approval in 
August 1987 and set De ign Public Hearing for the first sec
tion- 17 miles from Dover to Smyrna- for eptember 1987. 
At the Dover-Smyrna Design Public Hearing, a pattern sim
ilar to the Location Public Hearing developed. At the Design 
Public Hearing, preliminary engineering at a larger scale was 
di ·played to permit accurate judgment ab ut relationship 
to property lines and distances between roadways and build
ings. Forty-seven witn s · Le lified, and f these more than 
30 were concerned that the roadway be m ved more lo the 
east over a stretch south of Smyrna. It was possible to make 
this shift and accommodate these concerns. Only one witness 
spoke against the project. Design approval was granted by 
FHWA to DelDOT in early 1988. 

REACHING THE PUBLIC 

The US-13 Relief Route community involvement effort had 
several main purposes. First, it was to provide input to the 
planning team and assist in its attempt to deliver the best 
desig11 possible. To accompli h lhi the team needed t 
understand the specific ways in which communities farmers , 
business people, and individuals functioned in the project 
area. Second was to en ure that affect d people had ample 
opportunity to be fully informed. It was crucial that there be 
as few surprised pe pie as possible because such experiences 
tend to be harmful to major projects. The third purpose was 
to educate the public about the often-obscured factors affect-
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ing project location and design, such as engineering issues 
and environmental constraints, so that participants could fully 
understand the results of the effort. 

The techniques were not individually unique. Their appli
cation, however, was intense because thoroughness was cru
cial to its success. The principal elements were as follows: 

• Outreach meetings: The team made regular presentations 
to local governments, businesses, and fa rm organizations as 
well as oth r groups such as Rotary, Ruritans, and chamber 
of commerce. This effort was proactive; the project team 
ought them out early in the process, before alignments had 

been drawn , and continued to seek audiences with them in 
the perio Is prior to each public exl1ibit. As these meetings 
pr gre sed, lhc displays of project materials- project n ed 
and approaches , ea rly a lignment , and DEIS alignments
became the subjects of che pre ·entations. Thr ugh these mailer 
meetings, a base of participant was develope I who became 
part of the larger public exhibit audiences. In lhis way the 
project ream minimized problem · ;irising from being per
ceived a stranger gained invaluable imight into local con
cerns, and provided local leaders with the background infor
mation needed to answer constituents' questions. Broadly 
speaking, the policy was to meet with virtually anyone who 
wanted to meet with the project team. 

• Public exhibits: The focal point of each phase of the plan
ning effort was its public exhibit. They were scheduled on 
three successive nights in Dover, Smyrna, and Odessa, towns 
central to major segments of the project area. They were in 
an open house format, similar to a " plans view' or workshop 
meeting, from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. Each event typically attracted 
300 to 500 persons, for a total average of 1,100 persons per 
exhibit. The label "exhibit" was useful because it did not 
predispo e vi ·itors to expect either a formal presentation (i .e . 
speaker and audience) or a "workshop" where a small group 
would sit around a tab! . Presentations ( !ides and indi idual 
discussions) did occur on an ongoing basis during the event 
and workshops were conducted with groups and individuals 
having issues to review within the format. 

The exhibits were always held before major decision points. 
The first was held before the development of the multiple 
alternatives; the second was held after the first set of alter
natives was developed but before a short list was selected for 
full environmental study; the third was held before full eval
uation of the DEIS alternatives and led to their refinement; 
the fourth was held when the DEIS was complete, but before 
the Location Public Hearing, to review results and solicit 
comments on a preferred alternative; and the fifth and last 
exhibit series was held on the selected alternative while the 
FEIS was being prepared and also led to a series of refine
ments. This timing was crucial because the process was based 
on the commitment to discuss the project with the public 
before decisions were made. Public officials and the press 
were always briefed prior to each exhibit series. 

The exhibits were laid out as a series of stations. The first 
was a reception area where people signed in and newsletters 
and surveys were distributed. From the sign-in area, each 
per on or family was directed to a 6- to 8-min lide show. 
Di plays included background on the project activities to dat · 
(traffic is ues di play · were retained until very late in the 
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process) a diagram of the project work flow iJlustrating the 
present point in the larger process , a poster-sized Ii t f what 
will happen next and lastly, an array of that particular exbib
it 's primary subject pane l . Tables provi,ded n t only place 
to fill out surveys but al o places to put copies of alternatives 
plans on which both staff and visitors could work. These were 
often used with trace overlays to create accurate notes about 
issues pertaining to particular properties with the concerned 
individual. Figure 5 is a photograph of an exhibit underway. 

The exhibits were heavily staffed. DelDOT personnel, 
including the project management team, community relations 
staff, right-of-way specia li t , and con ultants were alway 
present, providing a total of l 6 to 18 pr fe ionals. The ta ff 
wa ·ta tioned throughout the room and offered explanations 
of each display, identified individual concerns, and directed 
people to the be t display and staff to discuss these concern . 
The goal was to have a conversation (usually more than one) 
with every visitor. Elected officials often attended as well. 
Frequently a legislator introduced a constituent to team mem
bers and then stayed as he or he expressed the problem or 
concern. This pattern reflected the fact that the team had 
repeatedly stated that the work w uld be done openly " in a 
fi h bowl" and that there would be no "back door" to project 
influence. As a result, the Secretary of Transportation and 
the Director of Highways had very few special meeting requests, 
despite the large size of the project, and the "special service" 
was limited to setting up a meeting with the team. 

The only objection raised to the exhibit format was the 
quietly expressed concern of some elected officia ls that there 
wa no forum from which they could make tatemcnts to the 
crowd. On balance, the team believes the absence of such a 
forum was an asset. 

• Slide shows: To overcome the chronic problem of sharing 
basic background information on the project, a series of short 
slide shows was prepared. A small room seating 12 to 20 
people was et a ·ide and a staff member restarted the program 
every to 10 min . The slide shows consisted of 60 to 75 !ides 
controlled by a synchronized ·ound track la ting 6 to 8 min. 

FIGURE 5 At the second public exhibit series, numerous 
sketches were developed to record specific comments. 
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The show carried the participanc chrough the problem, the 
process, the current state of the effort , and what was at issue 
at that exhibit. By using u "canned" intwuui.:liun, it wa po -
sible for Che taff at the exhibits to move individual di cus ions 
into much more detail. Questions concerning what th ffort 
wa · about , why it was occurring, wbat had transpi-red thus 
far, and what could be expected al that exhibit had already 
been answered. Overall the amount of rime ' P nt on basic 
pr ject facts was sharply reduced. 

•Project newsletters: New. letters were iss11P.rl at re.gular 
intervals throughout tJ1e plann.iJ1g and early de ign pha es. 
They were ent in the per.iods between major public meetings 
and provided reports on previous exhibits progress of the 
study, and ·pecial issues. The new letters were used as a 
bridge between major decision points in the process. Subse
quent newsletters were mailed dming the FEI phase Lo de crib 
the selected alternative, note various changes mad r ic dur
ing the period, and apprise the public of the pr cess f final 
design property acqui ·ition and construction. The ncvrlet· 
ters have been continued into final design and construction. 

• urveys: At each public exhibit , a two-page survey was 
distributed and collected. lt served everal purpo e . First, it 
gave the team a detailed , r liable view of what the '1ttende 
thought f the ideas under di cu. ion. Second , it served to 
reinforce the project issues by restating them and engaging 
participant in the questions at hand. Finally each urv y 
contained a question regarding the experience of the individ
ual at the exhibit . These surveys were scored and the re ults 
reviewed at the team work sessions that followed. 

• Mailing lists: A mailing list of all participants was assem
hled .A .. fler each exhibit the li:>t ... vas cu:led tu a ~ oiJ Uupiil:at · 
mailings and cstabli h the number of new participants. This 
culling pr ce ·s proved valuable ecause the staff managing 
the list was able to a certain the locations of homes and busi
nesses of new participants. Typically, neighb rs of partici
pants who had learned that their area rnight be affected 
would appear at the subsequent exhibit, usually the next night. 
Thi reinforced the team's belief that ir was critical to con
stantly restate the background and process of the work. These 
new participants needed to have a complete understanding of 
the project. 

• Special studies: Issues arose around which the team con
ducted pecial studies in respon e to both planning and de ign 
concern . These usually focused n a panicular ·ubgr up f 
the public. One issue illustrates this proces and h w it was 
reflected in project engineering. 

As has been noted, many highway retail business owners 
feared that the loss of traffic would affect their business vol
ume . [n order to quantify these effects, a ummer urvey '( 
patrons was ta.ken. The methodology took into account off
highway and on-highway business locations and met accepted 
tatistical tandard . It wa developed closely with a pecial 

committee organized by the encra l De.laware Chamber of 
Commerce and involved interviewing managers and cus
tomers both on weekdays and weekends at more than 80 
businesses. By using a system Ulat identified local-to-local 
noolocal-t -local, and nonlocaJ-to-nonl cal tri1 types among 
customers, it wa pos ible to develop a . essm nts of the 
potential los of bu iness due to a bypass. The outcome, in 
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. ummary , was that business loss [r m new alignment alter
natives would occur for service stat ions, fast food establish
ments and restaurancs but that the lo ·s would be harply 
lower than owners estimated. Other bu. in typ having a 
local cu ' t mer base such as hardwar and clothing tores 
were estima ted to be largely unaffected or perhaps aided by 
new al ignments because local customers would ha e better 
ace s as a result of the reduction in through traffic. 

Protecting the viability of existing businesses was carried 
into project engineering design. It was apparent that the most 
·uccessful design concepts were relatively cl set the exi ting 
highwny. T hi · presented an opportunity to create a system of 
ca y exit and reentry to and from the limited acces roadway 
at locations north and south of the l wns. As a result a 
commitment wa made t avoid creation f fu ll inter hanges 
with local roads but in tead to make all interchange directly 
with the existing highway. Thi i i11ll':mlcu to prev nt the 
reati n of new business location at interchange , protecting 

the tatus of the existing locations. interestingly this led t a 
ubstantial agreement between busin ss and agricultural lead

ers abouc the positive effects of alignments very close to the 
existing highway. 

Other special ·n1die were incorporated, including an agri
cultural impacts evaluati n sy tem that gav con ·id rabJe weight 
to ·econda.ry land u e effects and a number of design tucli 
to reduce roadway impact in specific location . ach pecial 
study comributed t the quality f the selected altemarive 
and the credibility of the project effort. 

ACttrn V ING CLOSURE 

The utcome f the US-13 Relief Route study proce ·s i · that 
in the fa ll of 1989 construction began. Thi time span of 5.5 
years, i reasonably fast for a major new highway project. It 
was not only nee~ ·ary t determine and re olve the public's 
concerns but also to maintain an aggressive pace in proje t 
1:ngineering. This allowed the public process leading to the 
Design Public Hearings to maintain momentum from the loca
tion study. 

Th outreach effort i being ustained through the final 
pha es f design and bid letting and will continue through 
construction. Issues arising from final design and c n truction 
must continually b addre . . ed and i ue relating lo later 
pha es of con truction must n w be re olved. The int nsity 
0f !he outreach effort compar d to the level during design 
development can now b reduc d , but there will alwa s b 
new people and is ues. TI1e DelDOT Division of Highways 
believes it would be an error to ·top communications regard
ing the project now that construction h11. hegun. 

RELATIONSHIP TO ESTABLISHED 
PROCEDURES 

The US-13 Relief Route planning process conformed com
pletely to both NEPA and HWA regulations and guidelines. 
What distinguished the process from earlier studi on this 
project was the thoroughness of the effort and the commit
ment to obtain community input prior to each major project 
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decision. To illustrate its conformance with established reg
ulations and procedures, a brief review of the October 1982 
FHW A memorandum "Guidance Material on Public Hear
ings and Other Public J nvolvement'' from the Director, Office 
of Environmental Policy, to Regioniil Federal Highway 
Administrators is appropriate. This memorandum represents 
a compilation of both regulations and recommended policy. 

On the purpose of public involvement the memorandum 
says the following: 

•"An SHA's actions can merit public confidence as well 
as assist in expediting the highway development process through 
early identification and resolution of issues." 

•"To be effective, public involvement needs to be an inte
gral part of the llighway project development process , begin
ning at the earlie t stage and ensuring adequate pportunity 
for citizen input and an exchange of vi ws through project 
development." 

This section goes on to say that other necessary elements 
of an effective public involvement program include provision 
of sufficient agency resources to use the views expressed, 
impart sufficient knowledge, and use appropriate techniques. 
Clearly thi fundamental objective can best be met through 
a sy tern providing for public ioput at regular intervals from 
before project plans are form ul ated through the decision 
sequence. 

The memorandum encourages active participation by local 
government and goes on to support alternative involvement 
procedures that should 

• "Be comprehensive with coverage throughout project 
development," 

• "Be consistent with all applicable FHWA regula-
tions," 

• "Correlate public involvement activities other than hear
ings witb the environmental process (e.g . , public meeting at 
the time environm ntal studies on alternatives are available 
for review)," 

•"Provide the opportunity for informal interaction," and 
• "Provide adequate information and sufficient time for 

citizens and other agencies to familiarize themselves with a 
proposal prior to a meeting or hearing." 

The Relief Route process fully reflects these recommended 
procedures. It was comprehensive, extending throughout the 
effort; it was consi tent with regulations; it very closely cor
related public review with the actual study process; it provided 
extensive opportunity for informal interaction; and it pro
vided complete access to virtually all the information affecting 
the decisions on a timely basis. Similar parallels can be drawn 
with recommended public hearing procedures, public notices, 
public meeting forms, recommended workshop type setting 
newsletters, mailing lists, maps, and right-of-way information 
as described in the guidance memorandum. 

REPLICATING THIS PROCESS 

The close linkage maintained between the public input and 
project development involved a very high level of effort 
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compared with past experience in Delaware. The willing
ness to devote staff and other resources to maintaining this 
process and defining the project in terms of the sequence of 
public involvement rather than in terms of the engineering 
dev lopment process were vital to the effort'. success. 

This is a repeatable proces . It i po sible to involve the 
public in the project definiti n phase of work the alternatives 
developm nt pha e, the environmental review phase and in 
the selection of a preferred alternative. The effect, in 1J1e case 
of the Relief Route process, was a relatively short project 
dev lopment time and a substantial public con ensus for the 
project. Several features of this effort warrant consideration: 

•The Secretary of Transportation of Delaware , Kermit H . 
Justice, at his announcement of the study to the legislature 
in January 1984, said, "I have instructed the team to ask 
questions first and draw lines later." This characterization, 
and ubsequent support for the process from FHWA was 
very valuable. There was a visible commitment to give com
munity concerns a lead role in developing the project. 

• There was a commitment to spend more dollars and staff 
time to meet the needs of the process. While unquantifiable, 
it is possible that, by resolving what will be done fairly quickly, 
overall project costs were reduced. 

• The effort was proactive. Time was sought on the agendas 
of many official bodies, special interest groups, and even some 
social organizations. The effectiveness of the discussion is 
clearly enhanced by seeking these audiences rather than wait
ing until some concern arises and an invitation is made. Sim
ilarly, when difficult groups or special problems arose, the 
team sought and conducted appropriate sessions. 

• There were many discussions of broader transportation, 
land use, environmental, and economic issues. The context 
of the project is important. 

PROBLEMS AND WEAKNESSES 

The US-13 Relief Route community involvement process was 
not free of problems. The most vexing was the emergence of 
serious issues late in the study process. For example, the South 
Route 13 Business Coalition came into existence as a result 
of serious objections to the upgrade-type design selected for 
the western segm nt of the project s uth of Dover. Despite 
the extensive outreach effort made during the design phases, 
the specific concerns and th ir seriousness did not surface 
until after the DEIS was completed and a selected alternative 
identified. The team assumed that the selected design was the 
most desirable to these business owners because, generally, 
this had been the view of highway business people during 
design development. Such assumptions, though usually cor
rect, are not always. These problems could have been avoided 
by a still-more energetic effort to gather comments. 

Another area of difficulty was the interaction between review 
agencies, such a · the Environmental Protection Agency, and 
the project'. EPA had no stake in the proces of project design 
mid focused only on its mandated concerns. In tbis cas , these 
were largely wel'land impa ts. EPA rai eel the que lion of 
making significant alignment changes which in some in. tances 
would have led to change to carefu lly negotiated project 
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elements. It was not sufficient for EPA purposes that the 
agency had been involved from proje t inception , that wet
lands rec:eivr.rl C'l'ln ·idernble atten1ion in the procefifi of design 
development, and that a comprehen ive mitigation program 
had been developed. The prncess could have been impr v d 
by even greater EPA involvement ea rlier in the effort. Thi 
wou ld require a significant revision in U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers' procedures that now provide for substantive review 
(for Section 404 permit ) to occur only when a specific pro
posal has been fully detailed. The current procedure involves 
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a sequence in which engineering, wetland dclineaiion. and 
mitigation plan are fully prepared before meaningful revi w 
takes pla ~ . Tli1,: pul>lic cannot consistently distingmsh among 
these agencie (i.e. it 's all part of the "government ') and i · 
likely to view major project changes coming late in the proces 
a · part of an effort to subvert the carefully developed plan. 

uch late chang can b devastating to credibility. 

Publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on Citizen Partic
ipation in Transportation. 




